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After over a year of
wondering whatthe inside
of the building wouldlook
like, students finally moved
into NorthCampus
Residence HallII on
Saturday, August 20lh. As
expected, ahugeline,
though not quitethe size of
the oneat CentralCampus
Residence Hall, formed at
the check indesk right
before noon with students
anxious toget themselves
and all oftheir belongingsin
the new building. Overall,
things flowed smoothly as
there wasnot only awellplanned check inprocess,
but alsocartsfor moving
items.
However, afew
problems associated with
thenewbuildinghave
already come up, including
the fact that part of the
building has not been
completed asof yet Many
students whohad been

scheduled to reside in the
partofthebuildingfacing
west have been given
temporary assignments,
someof whichwill lastuntil
the end of September.
Also, insectshave already
been aproblem with some
students. Fortunately
however, this problem has
been limited to ants so far.
In addition, connecting to
the ResNetnetwork has
is a "U"shape, and CCRH
already been a problem for is in theshape of a'T'.
many students.
Together, thethree buildings
NCRH IIgreatly
speD'HUT."
resembles NCRHI in many
The outside materialsare
ways. Though Que to the
virtually identical andinside
style of thecampus, it
it includes mostof the
remainsarchitecturally
amenities thatstudents have
unique from not only its
come to expect, suchas
sister building butother
study rooms availableon
campus housingas well.
each floor.Some differ
The shapeof thebuilding
ences include thelack of a
distinctively resemblesan
similarmuM purpose room
'H,"with two mainhalls
However, among the new
and another connecting
features that students are
them. Perhaps thiscom
sure toenjoy issuch as a
pletessome subliminal
masterstaircase leading up
message to pilots flying by
to the second floor and
the campus since NCRH1 studio apartments as an

alternative tosuites. The
apartments includealiving
area thatisapproximately
the size of acommon room
in other suites in campus
housing and also a relatively
large privatebathroom
The studio apartments are
available in timeperiods of
regular academic years, and
alsofor twelve-month
intervals.
In the future, thespace
between NCRH I and
NCRH II will bedeveloped
intoacourtyard.

New Shuttle Bus Service Initiated
By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral

returns toSoutheast
Housing ready to start a
new cycle.
Over the summer, the
Although theStudent
UniversityofAlabama in
GovemmentAssociation
Huntsvillebeganofferinga
(SGA) is credited with this
helpful shuttle busservice.
interesting and useful
The busescan be used by
initiative, UAHHousing isin
anybody (just$1) and all
charge of developingit now.
students can ride for free by
While many students
showing theirstudent ID.
staying on campus may lack
Every Friday,from5:30
theirown transportation, this
pm until 10:30pm, two
is especially trueof interna
buses circulate carrying
tional students, whodue to
students between school
federal mandates, may not
and aquitelively areaof
qualify fora driver'slicense.
Huntsvilte: UniversityDrive. For thesestudents in
At5:30pm theshuttle
particular, they realize the
departs from Southeast
lack of public transportation
Housing, stops by the
in thiscity is amajor
Central and North Campus inconvenience. Until now,
Residence Hallsa few
particularly forSoutheast
minutes later,arrives at the
residents and graduate
Wal-Mart foodentrance at students, primary necessities
approximately 5:40pm, the such asshopping for
movie theater at 5.45 pm,
groceries or doing adminis
and finallythe mallat 5:50
trative paperwork (much
pm. By sixo'clock the bus
less social trips) had

become a kind of weekly
adventure. However,even
for those withcars or
commuters the shuttle
seems to be good. Now
they cango to the movies,
have a nicehair-cut, get
their nails polished,buy
food andclothes, have
dinner orsimply socialize, all
whilesavingafew valuable
cents on gasevery Friday.
So far, theinitiative
seems tobe so successful
that Ryan Schueler, current
president of theSGA, told
The Exponent that he has
received complaints
because the busesare
regularly overcrowded.
Right now,two small buses
(around 25 seats) are
circulating, one morethan
there was when the
program launched in June.
Schueler hopesthat the
future addition (expected
soon) of an additionalbus,

followed by an expansionof
the service to full-size buses,
wifi remedy the situation.
The complete schedule
of theshuttle bus can be
found on flyers located all
around the UAH campus,
even thoughthey are not
currently updated.The
Department of Paikingand
PubHcTransitofHuntsville
provides the busesand
should be contacted in case
that exact and recent
information isneeded:
256.427.6811. If you are
an international student
seeking helpon these,or
other issuescontact Janet
Coffey from Enrollment
Services (UC118,
824.2748) or Reva Bailey
from InternationalStudent
Office (UC112B,
824.6044).
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By Barbie Czura
Can you believe that
school is back already? The
first week of school is usu
ally a time to slack off and get
back into the swing of things,
but that's not the case for us
Greeks. Well, the thought on
every Greek's mind this week
is obviously GO GREEK!!
The Kappa Delta and Delta
Zeta Sororities Recruitment
unofficially began on Tues
day of this week and will be
welcoming their new mem
bers this Saturday. So be pre
pared to see decorated cars,
sidewalk chalk, and "loud" tshirts all around campus! As
for the guys... wow the
schedule is long! So check
out this Rush Event Sched
ule and come to these events.
I want to encourage you all
to make it out to everything.
All the fraternities have great
guys. Just be sure to find out
which group you fit in with
the best. Have a Great
Week!!

For a full schedule of Fraternity Rush
events, please see the chart on page 13

A.C.E. Board Features New Members
By Sarah Perrin
At the end of the spring
semester interviews were
held for those interested in
becoming a member of the
Association for Campus En
tertainment, or A.C.E. for
short. The group is respon
sible for bringing quality en
tertainment free of charge to
the student body. These
events, which are almost al
ways held on Wednesday
evenings, range from movies
to cabaret acts, to the everpopular week long Fall Fest
and Spring Fest events.
The A.C.E. staff for 20052006 includes President Cade
McKee; Vice President John
Kiser; Films Director and as
sistant Daniel Hinton and
Emily Espenan; Special
Events Director and assistant
Ian Hooley and Jasmyn
Montgomery; Publicity
Barbie Czura, Eric McClure,
Jeff Graham; and Cabaret Di
rector and assistant Jade
Ingram and Leigh Linsky. The
faculty support includes

Doug Saunders, Cathy
Curtis, and Debra Raney.
Unlike most campus
groups A.C.E. does not take
a summer vacation. After the
new staff is selected there is
a lot of work that must be
done before the upcoming
fall. One thing the group
does, says Kiser, is attend
conventions, "...ideas are
normally brainstormed dur
ing our trips to NACA (Na
tional Association of Campus
Activities) and APCA (Asso
ciation for the Promotion of
Campus Activities) where we
can talk to other campuses
and exchange ideas of past
and future events."
On being president, Cade
McKee says, "My main goal
for ACE is to be what every
student on campus loves to
go to. I want everyone
to enjoy ACE so much; they
can't wait until the next
event," says McKee. With
that in mind he hopes, "...to
implement many internal
things that will help the board
work better as a group."

Right hand man Kiser
works to fill in the gaps for
the president where he can
in addition to creating agen
das and insuring that events
run smoothly. He shares
McKee's goals, "Mainly we
focus on relieving pressure
from school and any number
of other unmentionable
things. From time to time we
act as cheap dates for those
who lack funds to take their
lady/man out to some thing
nice like a Chinese buffet and
ice cream, but hey that's what
we're here for, isn't it?"
As for films, Espenan and
Hinton have a full lineup of
movies, most of which are
guaranteed to be so brand
new that at the time of show
ing they will not yet be avail
able for rental. The excep
tion being of course the first
movie showing-Napoleon
Dynamite.
Cabaret director
Ingram states, "I want to
make sure we have very di
verse comedians here at
UAH. I want to be able to
Photos by Madison Young

How did you spend your
summer vacation?
fitiiplliii

Wayne Craft

Ryan Schueler

Sophomore, CPE

Junior, Finance

"I stole flowers from an old
lady.. .she is my grandmother."

I spent my time this summer work
ing hard to help organize and prepare
* the SGA for the upcoming year."

Do YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

vote online
www.uahexponent.com

DJ. McGuire
Freshman, MKTL

"I speared sharks in the middle of the
ocean."

Brad Lawrence
Sophomore, NUL

"I backpacked across Nepal."

please everyone's tastes."
Of course, none of
these things matter without
the participation of the stu
dent body, which is where the
publicity team comes in. Says
assistant Graham, "In the
publicity department, it is my
goal to raise not only attencraihce, but more importantly
awareness. Kids this year
shouldn't say,"I didn't go last
Wednesday because I didn't
know what was happening.""
And in case anyone is won
dering what publicity stunts
may be up their sleeve he
adds, "ACE has some very
interesting events planned
this year. Without giving it
away, it involves Cade
McKee, a Speedo, and a
Gremlin hatchback. That is all
I am at liberty to say, so you
have to come to the events to
find out..."
If nothing else, all A.C.E.
staff members have at least
one thing in common; they
got their start by volunteer
ing, and you can too. Volun
teers often attend meetings,
pass out flyers, and help with
both setup and cleanup. Says
McKee, "As an ACE volun
teer, you'll get to experience
how ACE works from the in
side out. Everyone thinks
these events just happen, but
a lot of work goes into them.
You'll get to do most of the
things we do as members,
with none of the responsibil
ity! You'll also be the first
one's with ACE shirts, which
are so hot on campus we've
hired a pro wrestler, Kane, to
guard them day and night.
And trust us, he doesn't
sleep. Ever."
For more information on
A.C.E., theirevents, or volun
teering visit their website at
http://www.uah.edu/ACE.
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2005 UAH Leadership Retreat
By Joseph Terrell

A

— on-campus
~ —
—
door
events,
regulations governing signs
Student leaders represent- placed on campus, food sertng various UAH organiza- vice policy, and a general list
tions and clubs participated of campus contacts,
in a leadership retreat held in
In addition to a multitude I
Monte Sano State Park, from of practical information, the g
August 14-16. Among those retreat also provided student
groups represented were leaders with the opportunity
campus organizations SGA, to meet many of the organiACE, and Exponent, along zation/club representatives
with a multitude of UAH they will be dealing with over
clubs, (International Cultural the course of the semester.
Organization, SNAPL, Baptist
"I purposely made many Student Leaders at Retreat
Campus Ministries, Indian of the students step out of were charismatic, participa
movie before everyone
Student Organization, Cam- their comfort zone by group- tive, situational, transac
headed back to the cabins.
pus Crusade, New Media ing them with someone they tional, transformational, and
The final day consisted
Consortium, Resident Hous- didn't know well before the quiet leadership.
of
two presentations: one
ing Association: just to name retreat so that they might
Day two began with ev delivered by Vice-President
a few),as well as various fra make a new friendship," says
eryone meeting at Burrit on ' for Student Affairs Delois
ternities and sororities.
Curtis.
the Mountain for a series of Smith on effective communi
The event was organized
The retreat began with presentations elaborating on
cation and another by the
by Director of Student Activi students arriving at Monte
the practical information Burnt on the Mountain mar
ties and Greek Life Cathi Curtis Sano State Park at 5:30, and
needed for student leaders to keting director on how best
and University Center Direc- then proceeding to the cab- run successful organiza
to get a message across, spe
tor Doug Saunders.
ins, where each person met tions: in particular, informa
cifically, publicizing events.
"My goal in organizing their roommates and un- tion that can ease the transi
After the final presentation
this year's UAH Leadership loaded their bags before con- tion within organizations, as
Curtis led the group in a final
Retreat was to get important gregating for a cookout. Af- college clubs tend to have a
reflection period, ending the
information to as many orga- ter the cookout, several ice high turnover rate.
2005 Student Leadership Re
nizations as possible so that breakers were initiated by
In summarizing his expe treat.
they could be productive in Cathi Curtis and Doug rience at the leadership re
"I feel that the retreat went
the upcoming year. Campus Saunders to get students out treat, SGA member Patrick
extremely well! We had great
Leaders were given the tools of their comfort zone, begin- Collins remarked, "We were
participation from the stu
to be successful and the op- ning with each person say- given demonstrations of
dents
and support from the
portunity to network with fel ing their name, organization
leadership techniques and administration. Several stu
low leaders,"comments Cathi represented, and one inter
were shown how to set up our dents have emailed me that
Curtis in outlining the objec esting fact that no one else
organizations to ease suc they really enjoyed them
tives for the retreat.
would know about them.
cession transitions."
selves, learned some things
That important information
After the ice breakers, ev
The second day ended about the campus and them
consisted of contacts and eryone was placed in one of
with everyone gathering for selves that they didn't know,
regulations governing the seven groups, with the goal
a viewing of the movie, and that they made several
reservation of rooms in the of analyzing a particular lead
"Miracle", featuring a hockey new friends," says Curtis.
University Center and any ership style and giving a brief
coach leading the US hockey
other on-campus facility, the presentation on it to the other team to Olympic gold.A short
proper way to schedule out groups. Among these styles reflection period followed the

UAH Frosh Mosh 2005 Rocks
By Sarah Perrin

The back to school sea
son signals change all
around us-seasons, classes,
teachers, and friends. How
ever, if there is one that we
can always count on it is
Frosh Mosh. The event,
though geared to help incor
porate new students into uni
versity life, is well received
by students at all levels.
Planned in coordination by
the Frosh Mosh Committee,
the Student Government As
sociation, the Association for
Campus Entertainment, and
many Greek organizations, it
is spread over four days and
features a wide variety of
events to cater to all tastes.
Things kicked off the Sat
urday before school began
with the Riverboat Casino in
the University Center Exhibit
Hall. Students were each
given five thousand dollars
in assorted chips to play
games at the many tables like
blackjack, craps, and Texas
Hold 'em. For several hours
people enjoyed games, com
plimentary sodas, conversa

tion, and really loud music.
At the end of the evening,
chips were traded for vouch
ers that could be used to bid
on prizes. There were notice
able changes from last year
in that the prizes were not as
many or extravagant. Also,
some stipulations were put
into effect to prevent groups,
some as large as twenty, who
pooled their winnings, from
taking home all of the prizes.
Smaller gifts such as decks
of cards and Frosh Mosh
shirts were designated for
individuals only.
Sunday afternoon was
the club fair, also held in the
Exhibit Hall. About twenty
campus organizations were
present, distributing informa
tion to potential members and
sponsoring fun games as
well. Perhaps one of the larg
est draws was the Campus
Crusade table which distrib
uted not only information on
their ministry but laundry
bags full of goodies ranging
from water bottles to Chris
tian CD's. Other groups gave
out things like cups, shirts,
and teddy bears. In addition

to all of the fair activity, a
large pizza dinner was pro
vided. Freshman Stacie Stein,
an art major, said, "The people
here are very friendly, and the
environment seems great for
all types of people." Follow
ing the fair was a famous
UAH bonfire with live music
by Dave Anderson.
Plans Monday, for the
"Slippery When Wet" luaus
were foiled when an unex
pected thunderstorm hit the
city. Some donned ponchos
hoping it would pass, but all
eventually headed inside to
warm up with coffee from
Mom's. At 7:30 p.m., the Hol
lywood Game-Show was un
derway in the University
Center. There, a handful of
contestants were selected
from the audience to answer
movie related trivia and com
pete for prizes like posters
and even grills. Those who
were not selected to play had
a chance to win by unseat
ing contestants who an
swered their trivia questions
incorrectly.
Tuesday marked the last
day of Frosh Mosh, and

there were several events to
choose from. First, there was
the annual President's Picnic
with burgers and hotdogs fol
lowed by a concert by cover
band, Reckless. It was a little
different this year, however,
in that it was moved inside
because of rain. From 9:00midnight students danced the
night
away
in
the
moonbounce as hundreds of
gallons of suds filled the area
transforming it for the tradi
tional foam party.
Frosh Mosh director,
Allen Wampler, and his assis
tant Andrew Alexander both
felt that the program this year
was as good as ever.
Wampler states, "My goals
for the events were to make
sure the freshman have a
good time and get out to meet
some new people." Were
they successful? Brittany
Pate, a pre-med freshman
says, "...I think that Frosh
Mosh has been a great way
to get to know my roommates
and to meet new people."

Checking in...
with the UAH Chess Club
By Don Maddox
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Morphy-Knight
New Orleans 1856

White to Move,Mate in One
' Last year, The Exponent ran a series of
instructional articles on chess. This year the
new editor has asked me to provide a series of
bi-weekly instructional problems. I've chosen
checkmate as the theme, starting with Mate-inOne and moving to progressively deeper and
more complex mates. The goal will be to
entertain and instruct. Chess can become especially in today's internet empowered world
- an ideal pastime for students - challenging,
constructive, and fun for those of us lucky
enough to fall for its lure. When I was in
college, finding strong opponents free to play
at my convenience on my schedule was almost
impossible. Today you can sign up at
www.freechess.org and play chess anytime
you want with players of all strengths all over
the world.
This week's example comes from a game
played by Paul Morphy, one of America's
strongest and best-known chessplayers.Born
in 1837 New Orleans, Morphy was a genuine
prodigy. By the age of 13 he was one of the
best players in the country, systematically
destroying strong local opposition and visiting
masters. He won the National Chess Congress
in 1857 and traveled to Europe the following
year. He became an international celebrity by
blowing away the best players in the world
while he was waiting for England's Howard
Staunton to agree to terms for a match that
never came to pass. Within a short six months,
he was universally recognized as the strongest
player in the world. He returned to the United
States, failed as a lawyer, sided against the
Confederacy in the Civil War (a decidedly
unpopular stance), gradually retreated into
delusions of persecution, and died of a stroke
in 1884.
ANSWER: 1 d5 mate
Don Maddox, former editor of Chess Life
Magazine and internationally recognized chess
coach and writer, served as faculty adviser to
the UAH Chess Club for the two years he
taught here. Students interested in chess can
reach him at maddoxd@email.uah.edu.
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President's
Comer

Ryan Schuler
SGA President

SGA Review
Why SGA?
By Abdelghani EI
Gharras

Welcome all UAH students!!! It is that time of year
again where hit the books and make the grades. Good
luck to all in all of your classes.
I would like to make a warm welcome to all fresh
man and Transfer Students. I hope you all embrace
UAH as your new home, and choose to get involved
in campus extracurricular activities while you're all
here. For those of you interested in getting involved
on campus, please contact the Student Government
Association Office at SGA@UAH.edu or 256-824-6375
to find which UAH club or organizations suites your
interest.

New & Great Things for Fall 2005
-The UAH Student Government Association along
with the Office of Student Affairs will be sponsoring
the USA TODAY Readership Program beginning Sep
tember 6th. This program allows students to pick up
free copies of the USA Today paper every business
day FOR FREE. You will be able to keep up with cur
rent events and stay on top of the latest news. The
USA Today bins will be located in the University Cen
ter and North Campus Residence Hall for a trial period.
After that more locations will be utilized.
0

-UAH has a brand new shuttle service for all UAH
Students. After Recommendation of the SGA the UAH
Administration had approved and launch the first ever
UAH Shuttle Service. The shuttles will run on Fridays
from 5:30pm to 1030pm. Students can get on the
shuttles at SECH, CCRH, or NCRH. The shuttle will
transport students to Madison Square Mall, Wal-Mart,
and Madison Square 12 Cinemas. This program can
only survive if it is used. So, take advantage, and EN
JOY the NEW UAH Shuttle Service. Note: Students
are responsible for arranging for their return to the
campus at their own expense if they fail to appear at
the designated location at the last scheduled depar
ture time.
-Also, beginning in Fall 2005 students will be able
to pay tuition in four monthly installments. There will
be a $50 fee to do so, and an additional $50 late fee for
every late payment. The deadline is the first day of
class or each semester. Sorry but if your reading this it
is too late for the fall. Keep it in mind for the spring and
summer. For more information, visit the Bursar's Office
located in the UC or at http://bursar.uah.edu/.
-ARE YOU ON THE FACEBOOK? Find out what
. the craze is all about at www.thefacebook.com.
There are even more great things happening this
semester. To keep up to date frequently check the SGA
website at www.UAH.edu/SGA , and as always feel
free to drop by the office in UC 106.
Until Next Week,
Ryan Schueler
SGA-President
SGA@UAH.edu
256-824-2728

have the chance to know
many things as I do right now
in SGA. It is really a great
While I wascoming for the opportunity for any student
first time to the University to get fully involved in cam
Center, to my right I read the pus life and to discover the
Student Government Asso potential of leadership in
ciation. For the first couple oneself. As an international
of weeks I did not give it much student from Morocco, it was
concern what was SGA and a new experience through
what it did until I was once which I could bridge the gap
having lunch with a friend of between theory and practice,
mine discussing campus life. to explore new things related
As I asked him what SGA did to students, and to enrich
and how it worked, I found one's personality.
out that he was a member of
By joining SGA, I have the
SGA, who convinced me to chance to apply all what I
join it. So, from here my jour have already learned in the
ney has started to explore
field of politics. All what I
campus life and get involved. studied was theoretical ma
As any student who steps terials that are far from real
for the first time at the Uni ity. I know, for example, how
versity of Alabama in Hunts- bills are introduced, how they
ville, I knew little about what are discussed and how they
was going on campus until I are voted on. Also, I know
had the chance to join the how a government works,
Student Government Asso-. how each branch of govern
ciation (SGA). Even though I ment functions, and how all
joined many clubs and orga these branches check each
nizations on campus, I did not other through what is know

as "checks and balances" in
the American government.
However, right now I get to
experience all these pro
cesses and to apply all what
I know in real life.
As a representative in the
House, I have the chance to
discover students' concerns
and their problems as well
as their interests. In my posi
tion, I get to know many stu
dents,
talk to them, represent
them and let their voice be
heard. Our duty is to make
sure
that students have no
problems, our colleges needs
are met, and to work for the
good of this university to
enhance its status regionally
and nationally.
More than that, one of the
first steps to get involved and
to enrich one's
personality can come
through being a member in
SGA. Before joining SGA, I
knew a

little about what was go
ing on campus and the uni
versity as a whole. Shortly
after I became a member, I had
the chance to know so many
different things related to
campus
life and how a person can
fully get involved. I have ac
quired many things which
have
helped me understand
how the university system
works and how SGA's Reso
lutions can
dramatically affect the
whole system.
Finally, I would like to
emphasize that it is really a
great experience to be in
SGA, and I would recommend
it to all those who are inter
ested in getting involved. If
you are not able to join SGA
for a certain reason, it would
be better at least to know
about it, how it works, and
what it does for the univer
sity and students alike.

SGA Members
Officers
President: Ryan Schueler
Vice President of Finance: Ashley Johnson
Executive Vice President: Jade O'Neal
House Clerk: Jennifer George
Senate Clerk: Christy McKelvey
Speaker of the House: Laura Moore
Executive Board
Chief of Staff: Gil Lewis
Communications Director: Gregory Reed
External Affairs Director: Koushik Ghosh
Frosh Mosh Director: Allen Wampler
Higher Ed Director: Emily Sawyer
Internal Affairs Director: Geoffrey Tyson
Philanthropy Director: Luke Green
Senators
Paul Bums
Latasha McCrary
Katherine Cissom
Joshua Jones
Matthew Callis
Ashley Campbell
Samuel Parks
Michael Burleson
John Bland
Patrick Collins
Megan Hug
George Preussel

Legislators
Brittany Heaton
MalloryJacklin
Kristine Spellerberg
Galen Collins
Seth Farrington
Donnie Ganiere
Jade Ingram
Devin Johnson
Whitney Knight
Mital Modi
Khushboo Modi
RyanTonini
Mary Cole
Abdelghani El Gharias
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Here We Are Now
By Clay Johnson
Entertainment Editor
Yes. I'm here to confirm that the rumours
are true. It didn't have to be this way, but
I've been ferreted out. So, here goes. Please
allow me to introduce myself. I'm Clay
Johnson, and I am an entertainment addict.
Happy now? Put the flashbulbs away,
though, because there's more.
Through a series of extraordinary events,
I've parlayed my affliction into a successful
venture. Armed with naught but the insa
tiable hunger for my own entertainment, I
performed a coup and the Entertainment Sec
tion of the campus's most powerful media
outlet is under my control. This is where I
insert evil laughter.
You're probably wondering if it was nec
essary to have a "cute" introduction like
that. To that general wondering I say, "Who
knows?" But it's done. And now for some
thing less insane (if no less inane). I'm happy
to be the new Entertainment Editor, and I
hope I can make the section as good as it
can be. I want your input! You can e-mail
me at entertain@exponent.uah.edu. I'll try
to take your thoughts and mold the section,
if possible, to be more—ahem—entertain
ing than it already inherently is.
And now a State of the Entertainment
Union address. Entertainment (which is the
word around here, regardless of what the
theme song to Grease may attempt to poi
son your brain into believing) has had quite
a summer. And there's a lot to look forward
to coming up this semester.
Big movie events helped buoy a waning
film industry this summer,—you know little
things like Star Wars (the greatest film fran
chise ever), Batman Begins, and War of the
Worlds. There are plenty of good movies
out there still, though I anxiously await a
new Tarantino flick (sorry, "guest-directing"
one scene of Sin City doesn't cut it, mister
slacker). This fall will see the release of sev
eral anticipated films: Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire, Chronicles of Narnia, The
Brothers Grimm, Elizabethtown, Walk the
Line (this year's Rayl), and my pick, The
Corpse Bride. OK, so maybe those don't
cover the entire spectrum, but trust me
there's plenty to see, and we will be discuss
ing it right here.
The music industry. Um... what's there
to say about it, really? It continues to chug
along, at times actually giving us something
to care about but mostly fueling public apa
thy. We have a great article this week about
the lowest of the low this summer with re
gards to music (no love for Weezer's ode to
the 90210 crowd). Next week we should have
the greener side of music's pastures, and
you had better include the White Stripes on
there, buddy. Other possible contenders
include Coldplay and Gorillaz, who had highprofile releases this summer.
Upcoming releases on the musical
soundscape include big-time names in sev
eral genres. Kanye West, Switchfoot, Barbra
Streisand, Eric Clapton, Bon Jovi, Santana,
System of a Down, Sheryl Crow, Gretchen
Wilson, and Tony Yayo are just a few of the
well-known artists dropping new discs to
the masses. Meanwhile, smaller upstarts like
Dar Williams, David Gray, and Super Furry
Animals (all semi-cult favorites) will unleash
new material to expectant fans and hope
fully win over some new followers. I per
sonally look forward to the soon-to-be-re-
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Entertainment
Newest Potter Book: Charming Read
By Marie Nefertiti
On the evening of July
15th, 2005, the scene in book
stores across the globe was
eerily similar to chapter one
of the first Harry Potter novel:
"There seemed to be a lot of
strangely dressed people
about. People in cloaks. They
were whispering excitedly
together."
Unlike the wizards of
Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone, however,
these muggles (that's nonmagical folk, for those unfa
miliar with Harry Potter slang)
were not celebrating the de
mise of a terrifyingly power
ful dark wizard. No, they were
dressed up to celebrate an
event possibly even more
exciting: the midnight release
of Harry Potter and the HalfBlood Prince, the sixth in
stallment in J.K. Rowling's
best-selling^ series. Crowds
were thick and lines were
long, but for fans anticipat
ing another batch of J.K.
Rowling's particular brand of

literary wizardry, the wait was
well worth it.
Written in the same warm,
compulsively readable style
as Rowling's first five nov
els, The Half-Blood Prince
(HBP) takes us deeper into
Harry Potter's magical world,
with more of the same quirky
humor, ingenious clues, and
believably flawed characters
that made the Harry Potter
series so popular. However,
following the pattern set by
the first five Harry Potter
books, HBP is darker and
more mature than the previ
ous book, to the extent that
many parents have protested
its classification as a
children's book.
From page one it becomes
clear that this book will be
more complex than its prede
cessors, as Rowling takes a
two-chapter detour from her
usual style of narrating
events from Harry's point of
view. For the first time, read
ers are given valuable infor
mation which Harry himself
does not possess.

After giving readers a
glimpse into the workings of
the British wizarding
community's government,
HBP delves into that most
elusive and darkly fascinat
ing aspect of Potter's world,
the inner circle of the dark
lord Voldemort. As we follow
two death eaters (followers
of Voldemort) on a mysteri
ous and secretive mission,
not only do we gain insight
into the minds and methods
of dark wizards, but we also
learn surprising information
about a key character. As the
second chapter ends,
Rowling teases us with infor
mation which will prove to be
at the heart of the book's
mystery.
From the third chapter
onward, HBP settles back
into Rowling's familiar style
of narrating through Harry's
eyes. The story starts off a
little slowly but quickly picks
up speed and before long,
readers will find themselves
completely sucked in by
Hairy Potter's magical world.

As Harry begins his sixth
year at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry, he
has a full enough plate to
begin with. Not only is the
war against Voldemort in full
swing, but Harry has a
Quidditch team to lead, a new
professor—one who is ob
sessed with making connec
tions to celebrities like
Harry—to avoid, and a few
tangled romantic relation
ships, not to mention private
lessons with the headmaster,
Dumbledore, in which Harry
is called upon to help un
cover Voldemort's elusive
past. Add a couple of myste
rious attacks on Hogwarts
students and a possibly illadvised quest to incriminate
nemesis and fellow student
Draco Malfoy, and it's a lot
for even the Boy Who Lived
to handle. Harry is convinced
that he wouldn't be able to
make it through the term with
out the help of the enigmatic
Half-Blood Prince, whose
identity is unknown, but
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A Scathing Review of Summer Music
By Sean Magers

Usually, when someone
comes up and says, "I've got
some good news and some
bad news," you ask for the
bad news first. That's what I
am going to assume you

want and bring you the worst
of this past summer's music
in the first of a two-part ar
ticle. It's always more fun to
criticize than to praise any
way, right? I apologize in ad
vance for not taking any
cheap shots at the Backstreet

Rivers Cuomo fills his emo quota for the summer

Boys'newest effort.
Oasis quietly popped up
once again this year with an
other irrelevant album with a
pretentious title. It happened
in 1997 with fie Here Vow and
again in 2002 with Heathen
Chemistry. Not to be out
done, at least not by them
selves, summer 2005 saw
their latest record as no ex
ception. Apparently tired of
being criticized for being
clones of the Beatles, the
Gallagher brothers have de
cided to rip themselves off
instead. Don't Believe the
Truth is a carbon-copy of
every other album they've
ever released. It only takes a
few songs to gain the impres
sion that Oasis believes that
to reinvent oneself is career
suicide.
The Gallaghers' lead vo
cals and guitar refuse to let
the rest of the band do their
job, drowning them out and
hammering them into submis
sion. If this is going to hap
pen, one would expect the
songs to be passionate at the
very least, but this is not the
case. Don't Believe the Truth

comes across like Oasis released it not because they
wanted to or for love of the
music, but because their rent
was due.
The Foo Fighters also re
leased a new record: their first
double-disc effort. Unfortu
nately, the overly ambitious
project falls short not be
cause of musical content, but
because of the manner in
which it was constructed.
Both discs are good enough
on their own, but have abso
lutely no reason to be related
to each other in any way. In
Your Honor is comprised of
one disc of unplugged mu
sic, the other electric. The
discs are so different from
each other they should have
had different titles. While lis
tening to it, I found myself
focusing on this rather than
the actual music. The first
disc is so full of anthem-rock
that the second somehow
becomes anti-climactic. It
feels more like a supplement
than it does part of the prod
uct. This is not to say that
the acoustic set is without
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The Exponent currently has positions available for en
tertainment writers. If you are intrested please con
tact
Clay
Johnson
via
lemail
at
entertain@exponent.uah.edu
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Sweet Taste of Revenge of the Sith
By Clay Johnson
"A long time ago, in a gal
axy not so far away..
How cliche would it be if
a Star Wars review began
with a line like that, eh? Oh,
wait...
I guess certain actions are
inevitable. As much as we try
not to, sometimes we fall into
a series of events that is or
chestrated by something out
of our control. Star Wars:
Episode III - Revenge of the
Sith illuminated this point
both in the confines of the
plot and in the fact that audi
ences knew the unavoidable
ending.
The third of the Star Wars
prequels hit big screens on
May 19,2005. Said to be the
final in the epic saga that has
captured the imaginations
(and paychecks) of innumer
able geeks across the globe,
this film had tremendous chat
ter from each side of the aisle.
Fans and non-fans were di
vided into several subsets of
opinion toward this release in
the time leading up to its de
but, from the indifferent to the
rabid prequel-haters to the
disturbing faithless to the
Lucas-can-do-no-wrong
worshipers to every other
mindset possible.
Ultimately vast legions of
fanboys turned out to get a
glimpse of director and vi
sionary, George Lucas's sup
posed finale to the beloved
series that put him not on the
map, but in the pantheon of
pop culture gods. And as al
ways, the work must stand
on its own, outside the
stormtrooping march of
those who would prejudge.
Everyone is familiar with
the original Star Wars trilogy,
or, at least, everyone should
be. These three prequels—
chronologically the first three
episodes in the saga—lay the
groundwork for that epic tale.
Episodes I through III focus
strongly
on
Anakin
Skywalker's descent and/or
ascent toward the Dark Side
of the Force and his ultimate
'transformation" into the re
nowned Darth Vader. Along
side that story arc is more
detail of how the galaxy came
to be in the grip of an Impe
rial system.
Episodes I and II were
harshly-received by many
fans and critics. While they
were unfairly criticized due to
'he greatness of the origi
nals, The Phantom Menace
and Attack of the Clones
Were good films. Now that
many of you have discarded
this paper due to your deci
sion that I must be a fool, I
can deliver the good news to
the remaining, relatively
miniscule percentage of readers: Revenge of the Sith is a
great movie, on par with the

classic trilogy.
The tone of the movie is
grippingly dark, more so than
the great masterpiece of the
Star Wars franchise, The Em
pire Strikes Back.Toward the
end—"the Dark Side of the
movie," one may be tempted
to label it—the death and
destruction is nigh-relent
less. There is a true sense of
loss with these moments, and
Lucas shines most in the fi
nal third of the film.
Anakin is the focal char
acter of the movie. His rela
tionship with Chancellor
Palpatine, his secret love af
fair and marriage to Padme
Amidala, his friendship with
Obi-Wan Kenobi, and his
tenuous ties to the Jedi Coun
cil all are examined and inter
sect with his turn to the Dark
Side. Palpatine pulls the
strings masterfully whether
his plans involve a lone
young man or the entire gal
axy.
Hayden Christensen, after
an admittedly disappoint
ing—but, in retrospect, pass
able—performance
as
Anakin in Attack of the
Clones, finally grasps the
role and delivers a good per
formance and much improved
screen presence. Ewan
McGregor's Obi-Wan peaks
here as well, while Samuel L.
Jackson is slightly disap
pointing in an expanded role
as Mace Windu. Natalie
Portman shines as usual as
the object of Anakin's affec
tion, but Ian McDiarmid
steals the show with his turn
as Palpatine. Frank Oz also
returns as the voice of the
splendidly-animated Yoda
and of course, plays the part
to perfection.
Episode III is the most
stunning of all the Star Wars
films as far as visuals are con
cerned. That is no ordinary
feat as the series is known for
its groundbreaking special
effects. The marriage of digi
tal and traditional film-making
is more successful than ever
in this installment. John Wil
liams turns in a brilliant score
as usual, with moments that
capture the imagination as
only a Williams-Sfar Wars
collaboration can ("Imperial
March," anyone?).
Of course, there are sour
points, valleys amongst the
peaks. Not unlike Darth Maul
from the first of the prequels,
the newly-introduced Gen
eral Grievous sees his limit
less potential sucked away
and is revealed to be a rather
minor character. Had he been
developed more he could
have been as intriguing as
many of the well-known char
acters.
But perhaps that can be
blamed on the major problem
of the film: time. There is only
so much of it, and Lucas

chooses to focus his ener
gies here and there, but his
strategy leaves much to the
imagination. A bit more expo
sition would have been wel
come. More could have been
said regarding Palpatine's
background, the Rebel
Alliance's formation, the ex
ile of the remaining Jedi, and
several other points. Lucas
supposedly shot scenes re
garding some of these plots,
and there is hope that sev
eral deleted scenes will ac
company the DVD release to
give fans more detail.
Another problem is the
character of Darth Vader.
Anakin's ultimate turn to the
Dark Side seems far too
abrupt. This can be explained
away but ultimately might
have been handled better.
The final lightsaber duel is
fantastic—indeed, all the du
els in this movie are—but its
ending is a bit too pat. And
finally I had hoped to see a
bit more screen timefor Vader
in his classic suit, perhaps a
scene with that incarnation of
Vader in action, but it was not
to be. These are minor

quibbles, created only be
cause Darth Vader is one of
the greatest characters of all
time and should thus be
handled perfectly, but they
are there nonetheless.
The final word, though, is
that only The Empire Strikes
Back is definitely ahead of
this movie in the running for
best Star Wars picture. It
could have been better, but
nothing is perfect. The origi
nals could have been better,
too (blasphemy!). Revenge of
the Sith is a satisfying end to
one of the most classic sa
gas of our time. There are ru
mors that suggest we may see
more of this franchise in its
original form, but no one
knows for sure. While there
are definitely several ways to
get your fix of Star Wars
(books, videogames, comics,
action figures, etc.), and there
is 'a new hope' with a TV
show in the works (reportedly
to be directed by Lucas him
self), we may never see Jedi
return to the big screen.Luck
ily, if this is the end, StarWars
ends as it should: with thun
derous applause.

OPPORTUNITIES
Calandar of Eventsfor the City of Huntsville
Aug 25 One Church Tour featuring Kurt Carr with
Smikie Norful, Vicki Yohe, Rizen, and James For
tune @ Von Braun Center Arena, Huntsville, AL
Aug 26 City Lights Concert Series #6 featuring
William Kanengiser @ Burritt on the Mountain,
Huntsville, AL
Aug 26 Classic Summer Movies in the Park fea
turing "Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory" @
Huntsville Museum of Art, Huntsville, AL
Aug 27 The Williams Brothers in Concert with
special guests The Gospel Imperials and Gray Sis
ters @ Von Braun Center Concert Hall, Huntsville,
AL
Aug 29 Madison Gazebo Concert featuring the
Bob Jones Drum Line and Huntsville Jazz Orches
tra @ The Gazebo, Madison, AL
Aug 29 Concerts in the Park featuring Abstract
Band and The Valley Cats @ Big Spring Park, Hunts
ville, AL
Top Ten Movies

Top Ten Singles

1. The 40-Year-Old Virgin
2. Red Eye
3. Four Brothers
4. Wedding Crashers
5. The Skeleton Key
6. March of the Penguins
7. Valiant
8. The Dukes of Hazzard
9. Charlie and the Choco
late Factory
10. Sky High

1. Chapter V Staind
12. Now 19 Various Artists
3. Fireflies Faith Hill
4. The Emancipation of Mimi Mariah Carey
5. Monkey Business The Black Eyed Peas
6. Let's Get It: Thug Motivation 101 Young Jeezy
17. X&Y Cold play
8. Demon Days Gorillaz
9. Breakaway Kelly Clarkson
10. Wanted BowWow

Cade McKee
ACE President
I'Mi

John Kiser
ACE Vice President
...and then I walk out of the house ready
to swim, and her whole family freaks out.
I mean, I thought pink speedos were fash
ionable. Then her brother tries to act all
hard, saying stuff like, "You better keep
your freaking hands off my sister!" And
I'm like, "Bring it, Tinkerbelle." So we start
wrestling, and in the skirmish, my speedo
gets ripped off. Everyone was yelling at
us. Mostly bad things, but her grand
mother was yelling stuff like, "Hercules,
Hercules". And then her mom gets the
hose and
What
What do you mean
you were writing that down? I didn't think
we were starting until 4:00. What? It's
4:03? But my watch says 3:58. Someone
moved my watch back five minutes...Khan.
KHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(Sobbing and whimpering). Okay. Let's
begin. Hello fellow UAH students. Wel
come to the first installment of "ACE in
your FACE!" For those of you new to
campus, or for those of you who slept
through most of college, ACE stands for
the Association for Campus Entertain
ment. Our good friend Joe, who is to The
Exponent as Great is to the Wall of China,
has graciously offered us a weekly col
umn to bring you three days of peace and
music. Wait. That was Woodstock. Why
are we here again? To talk about ACE,
that's why. The Exponent's glorious
leader, Joe, is writing an article on this
year's ACE Board, so I'll skip that in this
column. What "ACE in your FACE!" is all
about is showing you a little bit of the
wonder and magic that is ACE. Every
week, Vice President John Kiser and I,
President Cade McKee! , will work long
and hard to deliver you a piece of golden
literature that you will want to hang on
your refrigerator and act like we were your
children just so you could say, "I so proud
of you boys. Let's go get some ice cream."
And we would be like, "Can we get
TCBY?" And you'll be like, "But
McDonalds is so much closer." And we'll
be like, "Oh, yeah. Well I wish you'd get
out of my life and shut up." And you'll
start crying, and we'll start crying. Then
we'll go to Dairy Queen, because when
you just want some vanilla icecream, Dairy
Queen can't be beat. And if anyone says
other wise, I challenge you to a speedo
wrestling match. And it's safe to say I have
more experience at it than you do. "Oh
yeah. Every paper, we will list our "ACE
Fan of the Week". So kids, if you show us
your love for ACE in a manner that is wor
thy of Cade's and John's approval, you
will be written down as better than those
who did nothing for us. I hate you slack
ers that do nothing for us! Why don't
you learn your role, and cook me a
sandwhich."
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Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Volleyball

Cain's Herd is Ready to Stampede
By Matt Wilson

(0-0, 0-0)
August 26 at UNA vs. Lynn, 1:30 pm
August 27 at UNA vs. Albany State, 10 am
August 27 at UNA vs USC Upstate, 5 pm

Men's Soccer
(0-0, 0-0)
August 27 vs. Mid-Continent, 5 pm
August 29 vs. Lambuth, 5 pm

As the 2005 academic
year begins, Coach David
Cain and his Charger Cross
Country teams are begin
ning to work on fine-tun
ing after a long summer of
gearing up. This year's
team is the largest in school

history and has great poten
tial to break all previous
Charger land-speed records.
Cain notes that, "On paper we
have the fastest team in
school history for both men
and women but we have a lot
of work to do to make that
statement come true." Add
ing to a talented group of

Women's Soccer
(0-0, 0-0)
August 26 at Florida Tech, 3 pm
August 28 at Eckerd, 10 am

Cross Country
Lady Chargers (0-0)
Chargers (0-0)
August 27 Alumni Race, Huntsville, AL (Exhibition)
September 10 UAH Invitational, Huntsville, AL

Quick Take
By Heather Evans

Heather Deen

Lady Charger Soccer Player

Heather Deen

OIL
rjjpA

What is your middle name?
Layne

When is your birthday?
December 12, ] 983

What is one character trait you like in other
people?
The ability to have a genuine conversation

What is one character trait yon despise in other
people?
The fake smile-you can totally read through it

Do you have any pets? If so, give theirnames and
what typeof animal(s).
Rotweiler named Bear.

What is your dream vehicle?
BMW

Who is your dream dinner guest?
Vin Diesel (sorry Morgan)

What is your favorite restaurant?
Macaroni Grill

What is your favorite movie of all-time?
Son in Law

What is your favorite T.V. Show?
One Tree Hill and Real World

What is your favorite song?
"At Last"

What is your favorite dessert?

Senior Linda Scavarda of the Lady Charger Cross Country
Team

Chargers is a massive and
excited group of hardworking
freshmen as well as other
newcomers.
The returning Lady
Chargers include Megan
Fairclough, Linda Scavarda,
Caitlin Heider, and Natalie
Hamilton. The program wel
comes freshmen, Emily
Harden, Andrea Kruszka,
Reah Lee, Anne Rush, and
Erin Zellers, as well as trans
fer Amy Smith. Coach Cain is
very pleased with the
women's team's progress at
this point in training. "Megan
Fairclough and Catilin Heider
are faster than anyone has
ever been at this time of year.
I believe the school record is
in jeopardy of being broken
at the first meet. After the first
two, we have a strong group
of freshmen doing well, led
by Andrea Kruska and Erin
Zellers. The depth of the
women's team is not in ques
tion at this point, as the en
tire team is running very close
together," said Cain of his
Lady Chargers.
The Men in blue look to
do well also, returning all but
one from last year's squad.
The returning Chargers in
clude: Justin Pruitt, Mark
Ullom, Zach Koch, Alex
Methvin, Brandon York,
Sean Allan, and Cody

Bellomy. The Chargers also
welcome a talented group of
recruits. Adding to the mix
are freshmen Zane Dutton,
Stephen Hand, and Beck
Mitchell as well as UAH
track standouts, Eddie "The
Cannon" Kiessling and Bran
don Ponds. Junior, Brandon
York, looks to lead the way
on the course with Seniors
Justin Pruitt and Mark Ullom
right there with him. Making
a return, Sean Allan and Zach
Koch seem much improved
and could make a big impact
on this season. Freshmen
Beck Mitchell and Stephen
Hand are also a couple that
could make an immediate im
pact.
The Chargers' first com
petition is scheduled for Sep
tember 10th. The race is the
Charger home meet and will
be located at Sharon
Johnston Park in New Mar
ket, Alabama. There will be an
open 5k at 8AM for anyone
wanting to register. The col
legiate men's 8k begins at
9AM and the collegiate
women's 5k will begin at
9:45AM. For directions to the
meet contact Coach David
Cain at (256)824-2222. Atten
dance is mandatory, so go
out and support your UAH
Chargers.

Charger Soccer Ready for Success
By Johnathon Justice
The UAH Men's Soccer
Team has started out the 2005
season with a lot of hard
work. And if effort given dur
ing pre-season is any indica
tor for success, then the
Chargers are on track to "bet
ter" last year's record of 6-81. The team's focus this year
is toward a sixth Gulf South
Conference championship.
The Charger's 2005 roster
includes newcomers Brian
Hadley, Jarrad Peltier,
Duncan Kane, and team vet
erans, Sam Petit, Joel Truitt,
and Fernando Adomi. With

the likes of such talented ath
letes, achieving the team goal
of a GSC Championship could
be a reality this season.
Freshman Brian Hadley,
the Chargers midfielder who
was
selected
from
Huntsville's All-Metro team
last year, commented that,
"we have a good team with a
great amount of talent, and
this season I expect to reach
the GSC championship."
Senior team captain and
forward, Sam Petit, also added
that, "this year's team is a lot
different than last year's team
because the guys' attitudes
are a lot more positive and

they all seem to have more
confidence. We're just ready
to get our first game under
our belts so we can have our
season off to a great start."
Coach Carlos Petersen
shared much of the same sen
timent in saying that, "I am
the most excited about this
group of guys than I have
been about any other team I
have had in the last four
years."
On Saturday the Charg
ers had a pre-season game
with Concordia College. The
Chargers stampeded over
Concordia College 6-0. Fresh
man Daniel Segewitz re

corded his first hat trick of his
college career with three
goals. Hadley had 1 goal and
2 assists to make it 4-0.
Sophomore, Chase Tidmore
added the fifth goal with a
deflected corner off the
goalkeeper's leg and tapped
it in. The final goal was added
by freshman, Duncan Kanem,
who also had a tap in goal.
The Chargers hope to
stay on pace for a successful
season with their opening
weekend matches on August
27 and August 29. UAH hosts
Mid-Continent and Lambuth,
with both games at 5 p.m.

Wedding cake

Who are your role models?
My parents

What do you like most about UAH?
The women's soccer team

What made you decide to attend UAH?
Soccer program

What is your favorite class?
Yoga

Who was your favorite instructor?
Dr. Daniels, even though he was tough, he was the
coolest teacher I have ever had.

Please direct any questions or comments about the sports section
to Heather Evans via email at sports @exponent.uah.edu
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Bump! Hit! Spike! Charger Volleyball Campus Chatter
By Candice Burch
The UAH volleyball sea
son is almost here! The Lady
Chargers have been practic
ing hard the past few weeks
training twice a day and have
left Spragins many times
sporting bags of ice. Head
Volleyball coach Laura Taube
is, "very pleased with the
start of our season and prac
tices so far. Everyone is
working very hard. We are
much quicker than we have
been in the past. I can really
see our team keeping a lot of
balls in play just by our hustle
and desire. We have some
very experienced players re
turning, combine that with
our new talented freshmen,
and we could do very well
this year."
The UAH volleyball team
finished the 2004 season with
a 24-12 record, winning 11
games in the Gulf South Con
ference. They finished sec
ond in the GSC East and ad
vanced to the semifinals of
the GSC tournament before
falling to Harding University.
The Lady Chargers also re
ceived a bid into the NCAA
Division II playoffs and were
entered in the South Central
Region tournament. There
the women unfortunately
faced tenth ranked Central
Missouri State and were
swept 3-0.
Now the team introduc
tions are in order! UAH lost
team leaders outside hitter

Kristian Kleminsky and
middle blockers Melissa
Feldmann and Ajai Cribbs last
season. Kleminsky and
Feldmann ended their careers
as All-GSC performers. This
season lookfor Emily Miller,
a senior from Mobile, Ala
bama to dominate on court
during her last year as an
outside hitter. Miller led UAH
last year by accumulating
622.5 points, 469 digs, 525
kills and placed second in
blocks with 65. Her kills
ranked her third in the GSC
and makes her fourth in kills
on the UAH all-time list.
When asked what she
thought about this season,
Emily said, 'We have been
working very hard this pre
season and expect to win our
conference and return to the
Regional Tournament. With
many experienced returners
and four strong freshmen,
that is a very attainable goal.
Coach Taube is pushing us
hard, so we should play
strong throughout the whole
season. I am very excited
about this season and can't
wait to get things started."
Miller was named to the
GSC preseason team along
with senior setter, Samantha
Polkowski. Polkowski, a
Huntsville native, is an offen
sive specialist and assist
leader for the Lady Chargers.
Also watch for junior Natalie
Katsikas of Illinois, who has
been working hard to com
pete with Polkowski for play

ing time. Veteran, Kristen added, "I am so excited about
Wengert, a junior from Hunts this year's season because
ville, looks to have a success we have four very talented
ful season joining Miller as freshmen meshing well with
an outside hitter. Although our ten returning players. We
Wengert only played in 45 have been working so hard
games last year, she proved during preseason and
to be a very solid player by everyone's attitudes have
scoring 45 points, 34 kills, and been very positive. We have
53 digs on court. Freshman set high goals such as mak
Shannon Polkowski, sister of ing it to Regionals and win
Samantha, an outside hitter ning the GSC tournament as
from Huntsville high, brings well as continuing team unity
experience to the team from and positive attitudes."
playing on three consecutive
Beesley, a dependable
5A state championship defensive player, led the team
teams.
The
younger in blocks with 86; she also
Polkowski along with incom had 216 digs. Also look for
ing freshman, Jessica six foot freshman Kelly
Huckabee of Hoover, should Ingram of Gardendale, com
compete with Miller and ing off a successful high
Wengert for time on court.
school career, to vie for play
Senior starter, Molly ing time at a middle hitter
Healey of Missouri, has fully spot. Ann Ledford is a
recovered from her shoulder sophomore from Daphne
injury and will be a majorcon who played 95 games last
tributor to the team as right year at libero. She is an out
side hitter.She had an impres side hitter, server and passer,
sive junior year tallying 33 who should see increased
aces and a career high 298 playing time this year. Kristen
digs. She also finished the Bramlett of Priceville is an
2004 season 4th in scoring other talented sophomore
with 285 points. Marjorie outside hitter who will com
Evans, a sophomore from pete with Ledford for match
Huntsville, will be a substi time. Freshman Whitney
tute for Healey. Experienced Corder of Hazel Green will
six footers include senior, take on the libero spot this
Bethany Holder of Indiana,, season.
and junior, Kim Beesley of
Volleyball is one of the
Huntsville, who will work to most exciting sports to watch,
protect the middle for UAH. and UAH is a great place to
Due to injuries last season, experience electrifying vol
Holder only played in 58 leyball matches. Our volley
games but was still able to ball team begins the 2005 seaachieve 94 digs. Holder
BURCH on page 14

Who is your Sports Role Model?

By Heather Evans

Andrew Reeves
Freshman
Undecided
"Since I'm a pitcher, I like Barry Zito of the
Oakland A's"

Sage Woodham
Freshman
Biology
"Dot Richardson-it's amazing what she has done as
a 2-time Gold Medal Olympian."

Lady Soccer Team to Compete Friday
By Brian Massey

the prediction, the thing
about the preseason poll is
Friday evening, the UAH people look at what you have
womef^s soccer team will be on paper but that is very dif
gin their 2005 campaign in ferent from the reality of the
Melbourne, Florida against situation."
the Panthers of Florida Tech.
"We take it as an insult,
This season starts with the the fact that they think we
hopes of UAH's first ever won't make it, but were go
Women's Gulf South Confer ing to turn around and try to
ence championship. Coach use it in a positive manner. It
Lincoln Ziyenge is very opti is hopefully going to help
mistic about his team's motivate us to try and prove
chances in the ever strength them wrong."
ening conference. With a
Ten of last year's eleven
solid core of key contributors starters will be rejoining the
returning from last year's squad this year, and hope
team the future looks bright fully the experience that they
indeed.
have gained will translate into
The Chargers finished more victories. Coach
tied for sixth in the conference Ziyenge isn't banking on that
ln 2004, and the preseason
assumption though. "Experi
coaches' poll has predicted a ence is great and it will be a
repeat performance this year. helping factor for us, but at
After missing the playoffs the end of the day anything
last year, Coach Ziyenge be can happen."
lieves that his players' feel
The only starter not re
ings were hurt. "I know my turning from last season is the
Pride was wounded," he team's new assistant coach,
added.
Kara Pearson. Pearson, a
former
UAH soccer standout,
In a conference where the
t°P four teams advance to brings a lot to the team. "First
the postseason tournament, thing is that Kara is a leader,
Coach Ziyenge feels confi and the second thing is that
dent in his team's chances for Kara is very charismatic, all
the new season. "Right now my players know that for
foe score is 0-0 regardless many years Kara was the best

player on the team and she is
someone that they respect,
but above everything else
she is someone that they
like," Coach Ziyenge said,
glowing with pride and re
spect.
Of the returning players,
Lindsey Schemenaur and
Shelby Poore come back af
ter completing some of the
best seasons of their careers.
Poore was elected to the pre
season All-GSC team earlier
this month. Coach Ziyenge
expects both of the players
to contribute again this year,
especially Schemenaur.
"Lindsey is the best player
on this team and if you ask
me. Lindsey is one of the top
three best players in the con
ference." He also adds that,
"it is going to come down to
what can we as a team, all 22
of us," determine the success
of the team.
After Friday's contest
against Florida Tech, the
Chargers will travel to St. Pe
tersburg, Florida to face the
Eckerd Tritons. UAH shutout
both teams in their meetings
last year. The 3-0 victory over
Eckerd, a game in which
Poore scored all three goals,
proved to be one of her fin

est performances with the
Chargers.
It would seem that the
schedule is set up in the
Charger's favor, but remem
ber both opponents were ad
versely affected by Hurri
cane Ivan last season. "I have
told my players that every
thing that we saw from Eckerd
and everything that we saw
from Florida Tech we should
flush out of our systems, we
won't see anything like that,
we will see a better version
of both teams."
Coming off a disappoint
ing 2004 season, this year's
team is full of enthusiasm and
poised to make a run at the
championship.
Coach
Ziyenge believes that he has
a team capable of anything
as long as their spirits stay
high and they avoid bad luck
and injuries. "If our morals are
up there and we don't have
any injuries I think that we
can beat anybody."
After their first two road
games, the team will play the
first home game Friday Sep
tember 2nd at 4:30 against the
Rollins Tars, at Charger Field.

Chuck Watwood
Senior
Mechanical Engineering
"Gene Stallings-he had to put up with the Bear in
college, yet even with all the obstacles he faced, he
made it to the top with the peak of his career being
the 1992 National Championship."

Sydney Simpson
Freshman
Nursing
"Stephanie Pinto has been my role model since I
was in 11th grade.'
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New Semester,
New Staff
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief
Well we made it! The Exponent has sur
vived the first issue with limited casualties,
managing to cleverly work around the
FroshMosh schedule. And I would like to point
out that we accomplished this with four new
staff members, equivalent to two-thirds of our
staff directly involved in the production of the
newspaper. That is quite a 'turnover' when you
really think about it! So we are definitely mov
ing right along in the right direction; all we
need now is more writers! The largest need is
for the news section, but we can honestly say
that every section could use more. And what
about opinion? Well we did not receive any
submissions for the opinion section this is
sue, so hopefully between now and next week
we will have received enough to constitute
the creation of an opinion section. We'll see
about that. In the meantime, if you are remotely
interested in writing for the Exponent (and you
really do get paid for your articles!) please con
tact me at editor @exponent.uah.edii so I can
get you in contact with the proper section edi
tor. And keep in mind these are 'freelance' writer
positions, so you are under absolutely no ob
ligation to write for us. However, by October
we hope to hire three staff writers: individuals
who receive a salary for writing on two as
signed topics per week as opposed to getting
paid by the article and having the luxury of
choosing when they want to write. Yes, it is
possible for both staff and freelance writers to
coexist peacefully here, though I really have
not been able to find out when the Exponent
last had staff writers. I hope this will be a great
addition that improves the quality and quan
tity of articles in our paper. We will of course
give current Exponent writers the first oppor
tunity to apply for these positions, and should
there-be any left, we will open the application
process to all students interested. The cur
rently proposed rate of pay is $100/month
(=$1000 per year, which is subject to increase
if summer issues are produced).
But wait
there's more! Opportunities are
just so plentiful at the Exponent. For all of you
salespeople out there, we are looking for ad
vertising representatives. The job is simply re
cruiting local advertisement.Ad reps receive a
20% commission from their sales. If this inter
ests you, contact me at the aforementioned
email address, or stop by the Exponent office
in University Center room 104, preferably on a
Monday or Tuesday, or email our Business
Manager
Stephanie
Watson
at
business @exponent.uah.edn.
And letters to the editor. They are always a
bit sluggish (or nonexistent) during the first
few issues, but I expect them to pick up soon.
We always expect our fair share of hate mail
and fan mail. All letters should be sent to
editor@exponent.uah.edu, signed with 'your'
name and a telephone number or an email ad
dress so we can confirm your identity. Look
ing forward to hearing from you.
You know, UAH clubs and organizations
are always looking for new ways to publicize,
and at the UAH leadership retreat last week
end, those of us who attended were exposed
to some very creative ideas. One of the best of
these was paying homeless people to hold up
signs around campus, advertising a particular
event: my personal favorite, though I did not
come up with it. Another great idea proposed
having a 'town crier' walk around campus, ring
ing a bell, publicizing an event amid shouting
loads of nonsense. I wonder what the likeli
hood is of these ideas ever being implemented?

Editorial
Dear Suzy
Dear Suzy,
One of my professors told
me he is taking a sabbatical
for the fall semester. I'm too
lazy to look it up; what is it?
Does that mean he's gone
forever? Is it a religious ex
perience?
-TJVL
DearTJVL,
Sabbatical refers to
a person taking a leave of
absence, in this case, prob
ably a break from teaching
crazy college students. Don't

The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight. Letters should be sent to
uahdearsuzy@yahoo.com. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist. Her advice is based on her own '
experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or therapist. Her opinions
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.

worry though, I am sure they
will be back to haunt you next
semester.
Dear Suzy,
My dog has ten
nipples and he's a boy. Why
does he have so many
nipples?
-Anonymous
Dear Anonymous,
Your boy dog has
nipples because we are all
developed the same in the
womb up to a certain point.

Once we reach that point
(sometime after the nipples
are developed), we start to
develop our male and female
traits. The reason why dogs
have more nipples is because
they have more offspring
than humans (who should
have two).
Dear Suzy,
How much should I
spend on an engagement
ring? I want to pop the ques
tion real soon.
-Anonymous

Dear Anonymous,
You should save up
about 1-2 months salary.
Also, shop around for the
best deal and try to bargain
(listen to Dave Ramsey- he's
good on helping people get
good deals and saving
money). Do your homework
to make sure you know what
types of rings she likes and if
you can afford them.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A

The Exponent
(256) 824-6090
104 University Center
Huntsville, Alabama
35899
The Exponent is a student paper that is run by students
for students. The paper, published weekly, is under the
advisement of Dr. Mitch Berbrier. All UAH students are en
couraged to submit articles to the Exponent at any time
throughout the semester. Students interested in becoming
a regular writer for the Exponent can contact the Chief
Editor, Joseph Terrell, via the contact information listed
above. The UAH Exponent office is located in the Univer
sity Center in Room 104, directly across from the SGA
office. Feel free to drop by and let us know what you think
of the paper!

NEED A JOB?
The Exponent currently has positions available for writers. If
you are intrested please contact Joseph Terrell via email at
editor@exponent.uah.edu
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Opinion
That's Why They Play the Games...
By Brian Massey
August 16, 2005, exactly
57 years after the death of
Babe Ruth, the New YorkYan
kees sit 4 Vi games behind first
place, Boston. Babe Ruth,
one of the greatest ever to
play the game, helped bring
a sense of magic and mys
tique to the Yankees organi
zation.
To date, this season has
been one of the most humili
ating for the proud franchise.
After dominating the divi
sion for the last seven years
and appearing in the post
season for the last ten, the
Yankees have had periods
where they simply played bad
ball.
The Yankees, who were
definitely the "sexy" pick be
fore the season, have been a
disappointment to their fans

and mostly their owner,
George Steinbrenner. In fact,
Street and Smith magazine
(one of the most respected
preseason baseball publica
tions) picked the Yankees to
win the AL East and to go on
to win the World Series.
With 44 games left and 6
of those against the division
leading Red Sox, the Yankees
can make up the games
needed to win the AL East.
Although the question
remains: will this collection of
overpaid aging superstars be
able to overtake the World
Champs? Since his purchase
of the team in 1973,
Steinbrenner has made some
bad baseball decisions. Ear
lier decisions might not have
been nearly as bad as the fi
nancial moves he and his
management have made over
the last five years.

In 2001, the Yankees lost
the World Series to Randy
Johnson and the Arizona
Diamondbacks, Steinbrenner
increased payroll by thirteen
million dollars. A year later
after losing in the playoffs to
the Angels, payroll was in
creased by another 27 million.
Yet another World Series loss
to the Marlins in 2003 in
creased the payroll by 32 mil
lion dollars.
These losses could never
equal what they were handed
in the 2004AL Championship
Series by rivals, the Boston
Red Sox. This loss was fol
lowed by yet another pay in
crease, 24 million this time.
Following that loss, the Yan
kees fielded a 208 million dol
lar middle aged team this year.
With the oldest team in the
league, it seems that by sim
ply throwing money at the

problem the Yankees have
put the last patch on this
quickly deflating balloon.
The Yankees approach of
trying to buy a championship
seems to have finally caught
up with them. The team that
is facing missing the playoffs
for the first time in ten years
is sitting behind first place,
late in the season. With the
dog days of August breath
ing heavily down their backs,
will the Yankees be able to
gain any ground?
They are old but don't
forget they are, or were, su
perstars. Each player of their
regular starting nine has been
an all-star except for their
rookie shortstop, Robinson
Cano. After missing the
World Series by one win, the
Yankees bolstered the only
weakness of their team, pitch
ing. As a fix, the Yankees

brought in (or rather bought)
two former all-star pitchers,
Randy Johnson and Carl
Pavano.
Johnson was acquired via
a trade with the Arizona Dia
mondbacks, the team that
defeated the Yankees just a
few years earlier. Johnson
was then rewarded with an
extravagant 2-year, 32 million
dollar extension. Continuing
the pattern of throwing
money at the problem, the
Yankees signed Pavano to a
4-year, 40 million dollar con
tract.
With the addition of 2
more all-star pitchers to one
of the best offensives in re
cent history of the team that
lead the majors in home runs,
it would have been easy to
simply hand the Yankees
their 27lh World Champion
ship. That's not the way it

works though.
Age has really knocked
the Yankees back to earth.
Four of their original five
starting pitchers have spent
significant time on the dis
abled list while trade talks
have infuriated star outfielder,
Gary Sheffield, and a swirl of
steroid allegations have fol
lowed first baseman and des
ignated hitter, Jason Giambi,
all season. The team destined
for yet another champion
ship is in danger of not even
making the post season.
Can the Yankees make it
to the postseason? Possibly.
Will they?
Well, that's why they play
the games...

Council Rush Calendar - Fall 2005
Date

Sigma Nu

Alpha Tau Omega

Delta Chi

Saturday,
August 27th

IFC Sports Day/Cookout
2:00pm Behind Southeast
Housing

IFC Sports Day/Cookout
2:00pm Behind Southeast
Housing

IFC Sports Day/Cookout
2:00pm Behind Southeast
Housing

Sunday,
August 28th

Football-3:00 @UC Lobby
AND afterwards Relaxin' at
the Pool, TBA

Football - 5:00pm @
ATO House

Crisco Ball (Slip and Slide
Football)
4:00pm @ Delta Chi House

Cookout
1:00pm @ Pike House

Monday,
August 29th

Sports Fest
7:15pm @UC Lobby

El Camino Real and
Volleyball 6:00pm @
ATO house

No Event Scheduled

Bowling
8:00pm @ Plamor Lanes

Tuesday,
August 30th

Snu Vision Slide Show w/
Delta Zeta Sorority
7:45pm @ UC Lobby

Cajun Crawfish Boil
w/ Kappa Delta Sorority
6:30pm @ ATO House

Sand Pit Dodgeball
7:00pm @ Delta Chi House

Dinner at Buffalo's
7:00pm @ Buffalo's

Wednesday,
August 31st

El Camino Real and
ACE Comedian
5:30pm @ UC Lobby

Tim's Cajun Kitchen and
ACE Comedian
5:30pm @ ATO House

No Event Scheduled

Dinner at Guadalajara
7:00pm @ Guadalajara

Thursday,
September 1st

Open Chapter Meeting
andTGIFridays
8:30pm @UC Lobby

Soccer
5:30pm @ ATO House

Friday,
September 2nd

Dinner and Skating
w/ the Ladies
6:00pm @ UC Lobby

Wings & Bowling
6:00pm @ ATO Housing

No Event Scheduled

Wet & Wild Party
9:00pm @ Pike House

Saturday,
September 3rd

College Football Day on the
Big Screen
10:30am @ UC Lobby

Ocoee Rafting Trip
7:00am @ ATO House

No Event Scheduled

Pool Party
Noon @ "the Landing"

Contacts

Allen Wampler
(256)655-2588

Luke Green
(256)509-5938

Mike King
(256)755-1024

Earl Irving
(256)653-8373

Open Meeting @ 8:30pm
Bowling @ 9:30pm
Meet at Delta Chi House

Please call the contacts listed above if you have any questions about any of the events.

Pi Kappa Alpha

IFC Sports Day/Cookout
2:00pm Behind Southeast
Housing & Golf at 7:00pm in
Madison

Guys Night Out
To Be Announced
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JOHNSON from page8 —
leased fresh albumsfrom clas
sic geniuses including The
Rolling Stones, Paul
McCartney, and Bob Dylan—
for the latter, several projects
are upcoming, including a
documentary, book, and at
least two new albums.
Harry Potter returned with
a vengeance this past sea
son, setting bestseller lists
ablaze. This week Eldest, the
sequel to the popular

Eragon, hits bookshelves.
The first book in the series
was released when the au
thor, Christopher Paolini, was,
I believe, a mere 19 years old.
Jealous Struggling Writer
Syndrome aside, that is an
amazing characteristic of
what will surely be a hot-sell
ing title. It won't be long be
fore reads by authors as di
verse as Candace Bushnell,
Salman Rushdie, Michael

Connelly, Lemony Snicket,
Harry Turtledove, and Neil
Gaiman will grace the local
Barnes and Noble.
The Hot Coffee scandal
(and the recent release of
Madden) notwithstanding,
video games had a rather dull
summer. Let's face it, the
Christmas holiday season is
the focal point of the video
game industry. That's when
the big guns show up. And

this year it's even more excit
ing. E3 came and went and
there we learned that we are
on the cusp of a new console
cycle. The X-Box 360 is com
ing soon, followed closely
by the PS3 and the Nintendo
Revolution. It's looking like
this may be the most exciting
new hardware and most pol
ished launch yet seen in the
console wars. Next-Gen titles
like Gears of War and Killzone

are looking good enough to
induce salivation, and
Nintendo has yet to truly tip
its hand. Expect plenty to be
happy about if you enjoy
video games. Personally,
Next-Gen for me can be
summed up in four words:
Metal Gear Solid 4.
Well, that's the big four in
a nutshell. Expect to see cov
erage of as much of the new,
exciting entertainment hap-

penings as we can cram into
our meager section. Not only
that, but local music and the
atre and other attractions and
entertainment venues are al
ways open for discussion
here. Maybe we can provide
a bit of leisure time for you
during the long semester.
With that said, good luck with
the first week and check back
next issue!

whose unwitting advice puts
Harry at the head of his Po
tions class and helps him
through a few rough spots.
As the book progresses,
Harry tackles the year's new
mysteries, makes a few mis-

takes, learns a few lessons,
and ultimately faces a situa
tion more difficult to cope
with than anything he has
heretofore encountered.
Overall, Harry Potter and the
Half-Blood Prince is an ab-

sorbing, enjoyable read, but
fans of the first five books
may be disappointed by its
relative lack of hidden clues
and eventual revelations.
Still, astute readers may no
tice hints pointing towards

the possibility that Rowling
is saving up her best revela
tions for the as-yet-untitled
seventh and final Harry Pot
ter novel. In the meantime,
fans can content themselves
by enjoying the new insights

offered by HBP (like the rea
son the dark lord named him
self "Voldemort": the word is
French for "One who cheats
death") and debating the
meaning of the book's hidden
clues (yes, it does have them).

HBP is a princely read that is
sure to cast its spell over any
who join Harry as he closes
in on the final volume of his
tale.

MAGERSfrompage8
merit, just grossly out of context when listened to directly
after the first half. Dave Grohl
screams so hard and Taylor
Hawkins drums so frantically
that they seem too tired to do
anything else for the second
half.
In June, The Black Eyed
Peas released their anticipated follow-up to Elephunk.
While Monkey Business is
enjoyable enough for the first
few listens, it lacks the staying power of its predecessor.
As is my gripe with many
entries on this list, there is not
enough originality to sustain
itself for any lengthy period
of time. By the time the initial
novelty of Monkey Business
wears off, it becomes exactly
that. The singles are great
and can hold up on their own,
but receive little support from

the rest of the album,
Billy Corgan, responsible
for the birth and eventual
death of theSmashing Pumpkins, also emerged with a solo
effort filled with very few
bright spots. From the title
without
any
spaces
(TheFutureEmbrace), to the
cover art, to the music itself,
there is not one thing about
this album that is not pretentious. Corgan lost his artistic
credibility long ago with
Zwan and has not learned
any lessons since. The best
thing about this record, aside
from when my player
changes to a different disc,
is the cover of the Bee Gees'
"To Love Somebody" with
vocals by Robert Smith from
the Cure. Aside from that,
there is really no substantial
reason to keep this record.

Trying out new producers
as one's career progresses is
a common thing, and the
Dave Matthews Band ventured down this very path in
May with Stand Up. I
thought they were crazy
when they stopped making
records with the engineer of
their first few albums, Steve
Lillywhite {Crash, Before
These Crowded Streets). The
switch from Lillywhite to Glen
Ballard (Alanis Morissette,
Paula Abdul) seemed a bit
odd at first, however I
learned to enjoy the new direction the band was taking,
However, the union of Dave
Matthews and current producer Mark Batson on Stand
Up has resulted in the culmination of a continued decay
of the band's live energy that
began with Everyday. The

tracks just seem to fall flat on comes a watered-down ver
the listener's ears. On the sion of Weezer's second selfsingle, "American Baby," the titled "Green Album" which,
band sleepwalks through the in itself, was a watered-down
routine of yet another day's version of their first record.
work. My advice would be
The arrangements seem
to save your money on this to be thrown together at the
and use it on DMB's next live last minute despite the three
set which is almost sure to year hiatus since Maladroit.
be released in the next year.
I definitely expected more
The worst album of the with producer Rick Rubin
past few months, and it pains (early Beastie Boys, late Jayme to say this, was Weezer's Z) attached to the project.
Make Believe. Many will dis- Sadly, this is not the worst
miss the record because it's part of it all. Somewhere in
not another Pinkerton. How- between their first and last
ever, Weezer's fifth album is records, Weezer has turned
not bad because it isn't a re- into the emo band for people
turn to the 1996 incarnation who loathe emo. The lyrics
of the band. It's a terrible sound like they were sampled
record because it's a terrible from the tortured psyche of a
record. It's a terrible record sixth-grader. On "Haunt You
because there's nothing new Everyday," front man Rivers
about the music. After a few Cuomo offers "walking on my
tracks, Make Believe be- own / leaving you behind /

you are crying out / that you
need to speak your mind."
This lyrical gem is topped
earlier in the album by the
second track's inspired cho
rus, "singin' oh, oh / oh, oh."
As long as Cuomo continues
to operate on the lyrical level
of Dashboard Confessional,
Weezer will not release a
worthwhile effort, no matter
how many Rick Rubins sign
on to produce.
So there they are, the bad
and the worse of this year's
summer music. I feel I have
exorcised some demonsfrom
all the wasted time I've spent
listening to these records. If
all this venom and hate was
too much, pick up next
week's issue for the best that
the summer had to offer.

Friday at 1:30 p.m. and on
Saturday meet up with Al
bany State at 10:00 a.m. and
USC upstate at 5:00 p.m. You

can also stop by Spragins
Hall on September 9'" and'10th
to see your Lady Chargers in
action. UAH is proud to host

the 2005 Hobday Inn Express
Invitational. Teams partici
pating in this tournament are
Alabama-Huntsville, Chris-

and West Alabama,

NEFERTTTIfrompage8 —

BURCH from page 11
son on August 26th at the
UNA tournament in Florence,
Alabama. They face off
against Lynn University on
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tian Brothers, Harding, Missouri Western
State,
Montevallo, Nova South
eastern, Southern Indiana
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Doodle Pad

Send your doodles to the Exponent Office (UC104). We wil1 post the most creative ones outside our office periodically.
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Disclaimer: The Exponent cannot be held liable for shrewd looks and comments received from professors, missed
notes in class, or any other negative effects that may or may not result from student usage of said doodle pad.
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JOBS
MISC.
Need Mother's Helper to
drive child home from school
in afternoons and provide
some minortutoring for home
work if needed. Hours aprox
3:30 to 5:30 pm Mon-Friday.
Must have good provable
driving record, and own car.
Prefer college student. Send
resume with references to:
S t e p h a n i e
slw081066@ yahoo.com.
256-489-2183

If you won something in the
SHRM raffle and did not re
ceive your winnings please
contact Stephanie at
slw081066@vahoo.com (that
is an L) your name and ad
dress so this can be resolved.
Thank you. 256-489-2183

The Truness Company is
seeking writers, artists, and
producers for an online mu
sic entertainment venture ran
by UAH alum Terrence J.
Bennett. For info, please
email
him
at
bennett@truplavazcartel.com

Description
HIGH SPEED INTERNET
SERVICE INCLUDED...511
WARNER DRIVE - FROM
UAH 2 STREETS BEFORE
JORDAN ON RIGHT. 1300
SQFT. HOME FEATURES 3
BEDROOMS 1 BATH, NEW
CARPET THROUGHOUT,
NEW CENTRAL
AIR & HEAT, LIVING
ROOM/DINING ROOM
WITH 6 SEATER TABLE
AND CHAIRS, FURNISHED
KITCHEN, DEN WITH
WOODBURNING FIRE
PLACE, SEPARATE UTIL
ITY ROOM, FENCED
REARYARD, LOTS OFOFF
STREET PARKING.$300/
STUDENT - LENGTH OF
LEASE NEGOTIABLE.
CALL PAM ROBERT AT 337-

Classifieds
Crossword 101
Across
I Opera treat

3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT 1/2 MILE TO UAH!

5

FOR SALE
HP Photosmart 1115 Printer
Good Condition. $60. Call
Norman 256-776-6998
1991 Accord LE, Champagne,
5 speed manual, rear spoiler.
142K miles.Runs great.
Single owner. All records.
$2100 OBO. Contact:
ramshsv@vahoo.com. 5448308

By Ell Canrif
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A Shakespearian Line ^

FOR RENT
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10 Start of Shakespearian line

p
14 Sphagnum
1.5 More of Shakespearian line
16 Concluded
lTMcaeykilfmg
19 Deteriorate
20
degree
21 Part
22. Finds,oat
24 Mow profoimd
26 Tall, slender structures
2K Orient
30 Losing hair
33 Sings jazz
34 Scents
38 "Go right debbuf
39 Mot®of Shakespearian line
40 Game equipment
4 Cigar residue
41 Talk casually
5 Benefactors
42 Precedes mode or carte
6 Comes before exam or
43 Corrodes
surgeon
44 Units of energy
f Start
43 Upper-cmst
8 Me in Quebec
47 More qf Shakespearian line 9 Loyalist
49 Thicker
10 0*i the road to
51 Help
11 limntcfitiona!am issum
55 Storage space
12 Pod resident
37 Leave out
13 Slips
59 Expire
18 Subjects
60 Smallest in the litter
23 Moravs
61 Enrolled a jury
25 Ottawa Senators.' Schacfcr
64 Away5 from the wind
27 Orchestra member
65 Weighty
29 Disarrange die hair
66 Take care of
31. Groovy
67 Former CBS news
32 Acquires
correspondent
33 Bachelor party
68 Informers
34 SingerNatahe
69 6 June 1944
35 Deserted

1112.

Classified Ads
Classified ads in The Exponent are free for
all UAH Students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact The Exponent, attention Joseph
Terrell, Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent, at
824-6090 or email your classified ad to
editor@exponent.uah.edu for more infor
mation. You can also contact The Expo
nent office by fax at 824-6096. Deadline
for all classifieds to be turned in is no later
than 2 p.m. on the Friday before the next
paper is scheduled to be published.

37 Pinpoint
1 Revise
_ End of Sliakcspearian
_
49
line
2 Queen Elizabeth Way, e.g. 41 Long-run on Broadway
3 More of Shakespearian line 43 Actress Russo

44 Garbage
46 Examined
48 Baseball Hall of Famer
Jcsse
50 Cowboy, at times
52 Ran at a slow speed
33 City in Italy
54 Pooh Bear to some
55 Study intensively for m
exam
56 Beauty
38 False face
62 Harv ard Dcg
63 Ford model

If Shakespeare had to
go on an author ttmr to
promote Romeo and

Juliet, he never would
have written Macbeth
' * * Dr Joyce Brothers

By GFR Assaelate * * « Vhlloarwi'b <iir at wu114ft1iMi5da.coM
Few could have predicted the effect Dr.
Franzs summer reading would have on him

First day of class at CJAH. which now stands for
University of Alabama-Hogwarts...
• and Chemistry will henceforth be known as
potions?" Our new seven-year graduation
Plan will begin immediately...
Dt- FVanz looks really different.
That's Headmaster Franz.
latever.

s° what are these sticks for.
f again?

And now, let us not tarry. Wizards and
muggies alike. allow yourself proper
preparation to behold our new class
selection and registration system-and.
incidentally, our celebrity guest. Also, l liKe
Acid Pops.

fe
As we pegin the semester anew
•>
V This Hat has a piece of advice for you alt
To avoid boredom, an essential component:
^Tead cover to cover each new Exponent •
• News, Entertainment, Opinion, or Sports J
"Read any of these instead of writing reports
And when lectures pore you. get time to pass
By completing the crossword discreetly in class

r

